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This striped scarf is very fast to crochet. The 
combination of 3 different yarns in different 
textures gives interest to the simple, soft and 
warm scarf. The scarf can be worn double 
around the neck or hang loose and fits per-
fectly with a winter jacket. The scarf can be 
used by the entire family – just choose their 
favorite colors.
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Materials
Olive/pink version (photo upper right):
Naturgarn from Filcolana:
80 g of color 246 (Olivengul = A)
Peruvian Highland Wool from Filcolana
40 g of color 255 (Limelight = B)
40 g of color 283 (Calypso = C)
Indiecita from Filcolana
15 g of color 233 (Gul = D)
Pink variant (photo lower right):
Naturgarn from Filcolana:
80 g of color 316 (Rosa = A)
Peruvian Highland Wool from Filcolana
40 g of color 815 (Lavendelgrå melange = B)
40 g of color 977 (Beige = C)
Indiecita from Filcolana
15 g of color 227 (Gammel rosa = D)
Lilac variant (photo below):
Naturgarn from Filcolana:
80 g of color 238 (Lilla = A)
Peruvian Highland Wool from Filcolana
40 g of color 258 (Light Purple = B)
40 g of color 815 (Lavendelgrå melange = C)

Indiecita from Filcolana
15 g of color 286 (Purpur = D)
Hook 7 mm

Finished measurements
Length x width: approx. 130 cm x 16 cm

Gauge
10 st x 15 rows in pattern using a 7 mm hook = 10 
cm x 10 cm. You could choose a tighter gauge if for a 
man.
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Abbrieviations
st: stitch(es)
ch: chain
dc: double crochet. Note: All dc are made through the 
back loop only. 
Lock the stitch: Make the loop on the hook long, 
remove the hook and take the yarn ball through the 
loop. Now the stitch is locked and won’t unravel. Next 
time you need that color just carry the yarn along the 
side of the work.

Notes
The scarf is made from the long end using 4 different 
yarns. Change yarn after each row. Do nor break the 
yarn, but lock the stitch (see abbreviations). Note 
that the work is only turned after each fourth row. 

Scarf
Ch 140 using color A. Lock the stitch.
1. row: Use color B. Do not turn the work, but cro-
chet from the same side as previous row. Join yarn 
with a sl st. Ch 1, 1 dc in back loop only in each st. 
Lock the last stitch.
2. row: Use color C. As row 1.
3. row: Use color D. As row 1.
4. row: Turn the work. Change to color A. Crochet as 
row 1.
Repeat row 1-4 a total of 5 times. Fasten off and 
weave in ends.  


